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ABSTRACT:
In this talk I will describe our recent work on analyzing protein protein interaction
networks. The objective is to find clusters of proteins that perhaps have common
functionality. Such clusters can then be used to potentially identify novel functions of
un-annotated proteins. From an algorithmic perspective a principal challenge is that the
graphs embedding such interactions are scale-free. This makes it less than amenable to
standard clustering or graph partitioning approaches. A further complication is that it is
also believed that the current state of knowledge about such graphs is incomplete in the
sense that many of the interactions currently reported in the literature are believed to
be false.
Again clustering methods that are sensitive to noise and outliers do not work well in this
context. In this talk I will describe specific solutions that we have developed for this
problem, particularly as they apply to the protein-protein interaction network of yeast.
These
include: i) novel yet simple preprocessing steps to identify, detect and eliminate
potential false positives; ii) hub duplication, to alleviate the impact of hub nodes on
graph clustering or partitioning and to enable soft clustering of proteins and their
interactions based on the notion of dense proximity sub-graphs, and iii) ensemble
clustering using different topological measures to improve the robustness of the algorithm
to noise.
The strategies evaluated significantly improve the quality of the resulting clustering as
evaluated by a range of statistical, information theoretic and domain specific quality
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measures. This is joint work with my graduate students Sitaram Asur and Duygu Ucar.
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